ENTEP MEETING AND CONFERENCE
MALTA, 20. – 22. 4. 2017

PROGRAM

Wednesday, 19th April 2017

All day: Arrival of ENTEP representatives for the meeting and the conference.

Thursday, 20th April 2017

9:00 - 10:30 Coordination Group meeting
- Practical information about the meeting and the conference
- Validation and approval of C-notes Bratislava
- Brief report on ENTEP latest activities
- Program of the Malta meeting and conference
- ENTEP administrative issues: communication, next conference and meeting

10:30 – 11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:30 ENTEP internal meeting (first session)
- Welcome – information by the organizer of the meeting and the coordinator
- Report on ENTEP latest activities
  - ENTEP presentation at national and international conferences
  - Topics pursued by ENTEP

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 16:00 ENTEP internal meeting (second session)
- Current developments in teacher education in EU countries
  - Prof Sandro Caruana, dean, Faculty of Education, Malta
  - Prof John Portelli, University of Toronto
  - Reports of ENTEP representatives

16:00 - 16:30 Coffee Break
16:30 - 18:30 **ENTEP internal meeting (third session)**

- ‘20 Years On And Not Much Wiser – Has Bologna Made European Teacher Education a Living Reality?’ (20 years after Bologna) - the discussion paper (Daniela Worek, Romita Iucu, Francesca Caena, Michael Schratz)

19:30 **Dinner: The Avenue – St Julian’s**

---

**Friday, 21st April 2017**

**9:00 – 18:00** **ENTEP International Conference ‘Teacher Assessment and Evaluation’**

(ref. program of the conference)

19:30 **Dinner**

---

**Saturday, 22nd April 2017**

**8:30 – 10:30** **ENTEP internal meeting (fourth session)**

- ‘20 Years On And Not Much Wiser – Has Bologna Made European Teacher Education a Living Reality?’ (20 years after Bologna) – activities that could be conducted on the topic (Daniela Worek, Romita Iucu, Francesca Caena, Michael Schratz)

10:30-11:00 **Coffee Break**

**11:00-13:00** **ENTEP Internal Meeting (fifth session)**

- Continuation: ‘20 Years On And Not Much Wiser – Has Bologna Made European Teacher Education a Living Reality?’ (20 years after Bologna) – activities that could be conducted on the topic (Daniela Worek, Romita Iucu, Francesca Caena, Michael Schratz)
- ‘Teacher Assessment and Evaluation’ – evaluation of the international conference and preparation of the next one in Portugal (Vlatka Domović, Antoine Mioche, Maria Luisa Oliveira)
- Next ENTEP conference, meeting.
- Closure of the Meeting.
13:00-14:00 Lunch

14:30 – 16:30 Free time

16:30 – 21:00 Cultural and Professional Activity for ENTEP delegates: Mdina followed by dinner at Mdina

**Sunday, 23rd April 2017**

Departure of Representatives.